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This operating instructions contains safety information that if ignored can endanger life or 
result in serious injury. 

Read these instructions carefully before use and keep them for future reference. The original 
instruction is in English. All non-English instructions are translations of the original instruction.

Information and specifications on this manual could be uncorrect or could have printing 
errors.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Danger
Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

Warning 
Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

Notice - A practice not related to personal injury or additional information.

⎘ Cross reference - An instance which refers to related information elsewhere in the same
document

GENERAL SAFETY GUIDELINES
Operating, installing, or maintaining the unit in any way that is not covered in this manual could 
cause death, serious personal injury, or damage to the equipment.

This manual use the following safety message icon: ICON

NORME CE
EC RULES(STANDARD EC)
NORMAS DE LA CE

Direttiva Bassa Tensione
Low Voltage Directive
Directiva de baja tensión

Direttiva EMC Compatibilità Elettromagnetica
EMC electromagnetic compatibility directive
EMC directiva de compatibilidad electromagnética

2014/35/UE

2014/30/UE

⎬

⎬
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1 Purpose of use and safety

These machines are intended for industrial installations. 

Do not use in explosive area (EX).
Do not use with flammable chemicals.
Do not use with radioactive chemicals.

Use after a proper installation.

Use the machine in accordance with the data and specifications printed on the label.

Do not modify or use in a manner inconsistent with the provisions of the operating manual.

Warning

Keep the machine protected from sun and Water. avoid Water splashes.

Warning

in emergencies the machine should be sWitched off immediately. disconnect the poWer 
cable from the poWer supply. 

Warning

When using machine With aggressive chemicals observe the regulations concerning 
the transport and storage of aggressive fluids.

Warning

When installing alWays observe national regulations.

Warning

manufacturer is not liable for any unauthorized use or misuse of this product that 
may cause injury, damage to persons or materials.

Warning

before any operation:
• checK the poWer supply correspond to motor label

• alWays read chemical material safety data sheet (msds);
• alWays Wear protective clothing.

NOTE
Mixers comply with all safety regulations in force and are supplied with CE label. 
They should be installed on tanks or vessel that are part of plant which should 
also comply with all safety regulations in force.

Warning

do not run the mixers unless correcly installed.
do not run the mixers after installation, Without safety measures necessary to 
prevent access to mixers While operating.
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2 Safety notes

2.1 Information for those responsible for the plant or system

The persons responsible for the plant must ensure the following:
- Planning and configuration work and all work carried out on and with the machine is only to be done by
qualified personnel.
- The operating instructions must always be available for all work. The technical data as well as the speci-
fications relating to the permissible installation, connection, ambient and operating conditions are taken
into consideration at all times.
- The specific setup and safety regulations as well as regulations on the use of personal protective equip-
ment are observed. In the individual chapters of this document, you will find safety instructions that must
be obeyed absolutely, for your own safety, to protect other people and to avoid damage to property.
Observe the following safety instructions for all activities on and with the machine.

2.2 The five safety rules:
For your personal safety and to prevent material damage when carrying out any work, always observe the 
safety instructions and the following five safety rules, according to EN 50110-1 “Working in a voltage-free 
state”. Apply the five safety rules in the sequence stated before starting work.
Five safety rules
1. Disconnect the system. Disconnect the auxiliary circuits, for example anti-condensation heating
2. Prevent reconnection.
3. Make sure that the equipment is at zero voltage
4. Ground and short-circuit
5. Cover or isolate nearby components that are still live. To energize the system, apply the measures in
reverse order.

2.3 Qualified personnel
All work at the machine must be carried out by qualified personnel only. 
For the purpose of this documentation, qualified personnel is taken to mean people who fulfill the fol-
lowing requirements:
- Through appropriate training and experience, they are able to recognize and avoid risks and potential
dangers in their particular field of activity.
- They have been instructed to carry out work on the machine by the appropriate person responsible.
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3 Description

Degree of protection
The degree of protection the machines feature is stated on the rating plate. 

Environmental requirements
The machines are suitable for operation in tropical climates.
Guide value for the standard version 60 % relative humidity at an ambient temperature of (Tamb) 40 °C.

Ambient temperature: -20 °C to +40 °C
Installation altitude: ≤ 1000 m
Air with normal oxygen content, usually 21 % (V/V)

notice

To avoid transport damages, impeller is supplied separately into package box.
Remove the black cap that protect the thread at the end of the shaft. 
Screw the impeller on the shaft before use (Fig. 2).
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4. The safe use of electrical machines

Warning - live parts

electrical machines contain live parts.
fatal or severe injuries and substantial material damage can occur if the required covers are remo-
ved or if the machines are not handled, operated, or maintained properly.
- only remove covers in compliance With the applicable regulations.
- operate the machines properly.
- perform regular maintenance on the machine.

Warning - rotating parts

electrical machines contain dangerous rotating parts.
fatal or severe injuries and substantial material damage can occur if the required covers are remo-
ved or if the machines are not handled, operated, or maintained properly.
- only remove covers in compliance With the applicable regulations.
- operate the machines properly.
- perform regular maintenance on the machine.
- secure free-standing shaft extensions.

Warning - hot surfaces

electrical machines have hot surfaces. fatal or severe injuries and substantial material damage can 
occur if the required covers are removed or if the machines are not handled, operated, or maintained 
properly.
- alloW the machine to cool doWn before starting any WorK on it.
- only remove covers in compliance With the applicable regulations.
- operate the machines properly.

Warning - dangerous voltage

condensation drain holes (optional)
inserting objects into the condensation drain holes can damage the Winding and can result in death, 
serious injury and damage to property!
note the folloWing to maintain the degree of protection:
- sWitch off the machine so that it is in a no-voltage condition, before you open the condensation 
drain holes.
- close the condensation drain holes (e.g. using t-plugs) before commissioning the machine.

Note
Storage
If the machines are used or stored outdoors, we recommend keeping them under a shelter or an additio-
nal cover.
- Avoid exposing them to direct, intense solar radiation, rain, snow, ice, or dust for extended periods.
- If necessary, please consult us or seek advice regarding technical issues.
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5. Preparing for use

Warning - use lifting eyes

the machine must only be transported and lifted using the lifting eyes, in a position that is appropria-
te for its type of construction. otherWise, it could fall over or slip in the lifting tacKle.
this can result in death, serious injury, or material damage.
- use all the lifting eyes on the machine.
- any eyes that are screWed in must be tightly fastened.
- eyebolts must be screWed in right up to their supporting surface.
- if necessary, use suitable, sufficiently-sized transport equipment such as lifting straps (en1492-1)
and lashing straps (en12195-2).

Warning - suspended transport

if several items of transport material are used for fastening, tWo straps must be able to carry the 
Whole load.
- use additional, suitable means of support for transport and during installation.
- secure the support equipment to prevent it from slipping.

Storage time
Turn the shafts 1x every year to avoid bearing brinelling. Prolonged storage periods reduce the useful life 
of the bearing grease (aging).
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5 Mounting, installation

5.1 Safety instructions

Warning - hot surfaces

electrical machines have hot surfaces.
fatal or severe injuries and substantial material damage can occur if the required covers are remo-
ved or if the machines are not handled, operated, or maintained properly.
- alloW the machine to cool doWn before starting any WorK on it.
- only remove covers in compliance With the applicable regulations.
- operate the machines properly.
it must be ensured that parts (cables etc.) do not come into contact With the machine enclosure.

NOTICE
Before start-up, please check that:
- the customer has set the correct direction of rotation of the machine - e.g. by decoupling from
the driven machine - by taking appropriate measures!
- there are no temperature-sensitive parts (cables etc.), which are in contact with the machine
enclosure.
- condensation drain holes are always located at the lowest point of the motor!

Note
Please note the technical data on the rating plates on the machine enclosure.

5.2 Electromagnetic compatibility

Note
If the torque levels are very unequal (e.g. when a reciprocating compressor is being driven), a non-sinu-
soidal machine current will be induced whose harmonics can have an impermissible effect on the supply 
system and cause impermissible interference emissions as a result.

Note
Converter
- If operated with a frequency converter, the emitted interference varies in strength, depending on the
design of the converter (type, interference suppression measures, manufacturer).
- Prevent the limit values stipulated by EN / IEC 61000-6-3 for the drive system (consisting of the machine
and converter) from being exceeded.
- You must observe the EMC information from the manufacturer of the converter.
- The most effective method of shielding is to conductively connect a shielded machine supply cable to the
metal terminal box of the machine (with a metal screw connection) over a large surface area.

5.3 Balancing

caution
Safety precautions
- The general touch protection measures for drive output elements must be observed.
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- Output elements may only be attached or withdrawn using the correct equipment.
- The feather keys are only secured against falling out during shipping. If you commission a machine 
without an output element, the feather keys must be secured to prevent them from being thrown out.
The rotors are balanced dynamically. The balancing quality corresponds to vibration severity grade “A” for 
the complete machine as standard. The optional vibration severity grade “B” is indicated on the rating 
plate.
The declaration regarding the type of featherkey for balancing is generally marked on the rating plate and 
optionally on the face of the shaft end.
Designation:
- As a standard measure, balancing is carried out dynamically with a half featherkey (code “H”) in accor-
dance with ISO 8821.
- “F” means balancing with a whole featherkey (optional version).
- “N” means balancing without a featherkey (optional version).

5.4 Alignment and fastening

General
When aligning and fastening the machine, please bear the following in mind:
The machine must be level.
• Feet and flanges must be fastened securely.
• Alignment must be precise in the case of direct coupling.
• Fastening surfaces must be clean
• Look out for any damage to paint; this must be rectified immediately and correctly.
• Look out for traces of anti-corrosion protection agents; these must be removed using mineral 

turpentine.
• Look out for installation-related resonances with the rotating frequency and double line frequency; 

these must be prevented.
• Listen for unusual noises when turning the rotor manually.
• Check the direction of rotation with the machine decoupled.
• Avoid using rigid coupling measures.

5.5 Mixer installation on tank see MIXER INSTALLATION chapter.
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6 Electrical connection

Warning
note the folloWing safety information before connecting-up the machine:
• only qualified and trained personnel should carry out WorK on the machine While it is stationary.
• disconnect the machine from the poWer supply and taKe measures to prevent it being reconnected.

this also applies to auxiliary circuits, e.g. anti-condensation heating.
• checK that the machine really is in a no-voltage condition.
• establish a safe protective conductor connection before starting any WorK.
• if the incoming poWer supply system displays any deviations from the rated values in terms of

voltage, frequency, curve form or symmetry, such deviations Will increase the temperature and

influence electromagnetic compatibility.

Warning
line supply With non-grounded neutral point

operating the machine on a line supply system With a non-grounded neutral point is only permitted 
over short time intervals that occur rarely, e.g. the time leading to a fault being eliminated (ground 
fault of a cable, en 60034-1).

6.1 Terminal box 

6.1.1 Instructions for terminal boxes

danger - dangerous voltage

electric machines contain hazardous voltages.
if the machine is not de-energized and brought into a no-voltage condition, death or serious injury 
Will occur.
When WorK is carried out on the machine With the terminal box open, it must not be electrically 
connected!

NOTICE
Damage to property 
Note the following information to avoid damage to the terminal box.
- Make sure that the components inside the terminal box e.g. terminal board and cable con-
nections) are not damaged!
- It must be ensured that there are no foreign bodies, dirt or moisture in the terminal box.
Cable entries into the terminal box according to DIN 42925.
- Close any additional open cable entries with O-rings or suitable flat gaskets, the terminal box
itself must be sealed so that it is dust and water tight using the original seal.
- Please observe the tightening torques for cable glands and other screws.
- When performing a test run, secure the feather keys without output elements.

Note
The terminal box must be sealed so that dust and water cannot enter.

Warning - dangerous voltage

loosening the safety torx screW can result in death, serious injury or material damage!
do not loosen the safety torx screW With respect to the center terminal, as this ensures a conductive 
connection betWeen the grounding conductor and frame!
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6.1.2 Optional terminal board (star or delta circuit)

NOTICE
Arcing at the optional terminal board can destroy the machine Failure to observe this 
information can result in destruction of the machine as a result of arcing.
To change the operating mode, always press the jumper fully into the base of the slot and use 
the red locking lever to ensure that it is engaged.

6.1.3 Protruding connection cables

Warning - short-circuit hazard

during disassembly and particularly When installing the cover plate, maKe sure that the connection 
cables are not clamped betWeen enclosure parts and the cover plate.

caution
it must be ensured that there are no foreign bodies, dirt, or moisture in the terminal base of the machine 
enclosure.
- use o-rings or suitable flat gasKets to seal entries in cover plates (din 42925) and other open entries.
- seal the terminal base of the machine enclosure using the original seal of the cover plate to prevent 
dust and Water from entering.
- please observe the tightening torques for cable glands and other screWs.
  When performing a test run, secure the feather Keys Without output elements.

6.1.4 Knockout openings

Note
Knockout openings
- Knockout openings in the terminal box must be knocked out using appropriate methods.
- Take care not to damage the terminal box or its interior components (the terminal board, cable 
connections, and so on).

NOTICE
Serious damage to the machine
Failure to observe these measures will result in serious damage to the machine!
- Do not rotate the terminal box unless the connection cables have not yet been laid.
- If you release the safety torx screw to both sides of the outer connecting terminals, this can 
destroy the machine!
- Remove the three large snap hooks on the terminal board before rotating the the terminal box. 
Keep the snap hooks pressed while rotating the terminal box and use a screwdriver to re-engage 
when finished.
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6.1.5 Installation and routing

NOTICE
Damage to terminal board
Observe the following measures to prevent damage to the terminal board:
Remove the screw-type connections (EN 50262) only when the terminal box is closed.
Tighten the screw-type connections to rated torque value only when the terminal box is closed.
Tighten the screw-type connections only finger tight when the terminal box is open.
Make sure that the three large snap hooks are engaged when tightening the screw-type 
connections!

6.2 Final checks

Before closing the terminal box/terminal base of the machine enclosure, check the following:
• Establish the electrical connections in the terminal box in accordance with the details in the sections

above and tighten with the correct torque.
• The clearances between non-insulated parts have been maintained: ≥ 5.5 mm to 690 V, ≥ 8 mm to

1000 V.
• Avoid protruding wire ends!
• In order not to damage the cable insulation, freely arrange the connecting cables.
• Connect the machine corresponding to the specified direction of rotation.
• Keep the inside of the terminal box clean and free from trimmed-off ends of wire.
• Ensure that all seals and sealing surfaces are undamaged and clean.
• Correctly and professionally close unused openings in the terminal boxes.
• The pressure relief device is undamaged (depending on the type of terminal box, this involves either

cast-in slots or an overpressure diaphragm). Only repair damage after prior consultation with the
person responsible for the safety of the equipment and use only original parts.

7 Commissioning

7.1 Insulation resistance

Warning - WorKing on electrical poWer installations

only appropriately trained personnel may carry out this WorK.
before starting commissioning, install all covers that are designed to prevent active or rotating 
parts from being touched, or Which are necessary to ensure correct air guidance and thus effective 
cooling.

Warning - hazardous voltage at the terminals

dangerous voltages are sometimes present on the terminals during and immediately after 
measurement of the Winding insulation resistance.
contact With these can result in death, serious injury or material damage.
if any poWer cables are connected, checK to maKe sure line supply voltage cannot be connected. once 
you have measured the insulation resistance, discharge the Winding by connecting to the ground 
potential.
checKing the insulation resistance
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NOTICE
The insulation resistance needs to be checked prior to start-up and again after any extended 
periods of storage or periods during which the equipment is not in operation. Before you 
begin measuring the insulation resistance, please read the operating manual for the insulation 
resistance meter you are going to use.
Disconnect any main-circuit cables that are connected to the terminals before measuring the 
insulation resistance.

Note
If the critical insulation resistance is less than or equal to this value, the windings must be dried or, if the 
fan is removed, cleaned thoroughly and dried.
Please note that the insulation resistance of dried, clean windings is lower than that of warm windings. 
The insulation resistance can only be properly assessed after conversion to the reference temperature of 
25 °C.

Measures before commissioning

Once the system has been correctly installed, you should check the following prior to commissioning:
- The machine has been assembled and aligned correctly.
- The machine has been connected so that it rotates in the direction specified.
- The operating conditions match the data specified on the rating plate.
- The bearings have been lubricated as appropriate for the version used. Rollingcontact bearing machines
which have been in storage for more than 24 months have been relubricated.
- Any supplementary machine monitoring equipment has been connected correctly and is functioning as it
should.
- For versions with bearing thermometers, the bearing temperatures must be checked during the machine’s
first period of operation. The warning and shutdown values are set on the monitoring device.
- Appropriately configured control and speed monitoring functions ensure that the machine cannot exceed
the permissible speeds specified on the rating plate.
- The output elements have the correct settings for their type (e.g. alignment and balancing of couplings, 
belt forces in the case of a belt drive, tooth forces and tooth face clearance in the case of toothed-wheel
power output, radial and axial clearance in the case of coupled shafts).
- The minimum insulation resistance and minimum clearance values have been adhered to.
- The grounding and equipotential bonding connections have been established correctly.
- All fixing screws, connection elements, and electrical connections have been tightened to the specified
torques.
- Lifting eyes that were screwed in have been removed following installation or secured to prevent them
becoming loose.
- The rotor can turn without coming into contact with the stator.
- All touch protection measures for both moving and live parts have been implemented.
- In cases where the shaft extension is not being used and is, therefore, exposed, it has been covered and
the feather key has been secured to prevent it from being thrown out.
- If being used, the external fan is ready for operation and connected so that it rotates in the direction
specified.
- The flow of cooling air is not obstructed.
- If a brake is being used, it is functioning correctly.
- The specified mechanical limit speed n max is adhered to.
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If the design of the machine requires the converter to be assigned in a particular way, the relevant 
information will be provided on the rating plate or an additional label. 
Note
It may be necessary to perform additional checks and tests in accordance with the specific situation on 
site.

8 Operation

8.1 Stoppages
Overview
If the machine remains out of service for an extended period of time (> 1 month), it should be 
commissioned regularly (around once a month) or, at the very least, the rotor should be turned. If a rotor 
locking device has been fitted to the machine, you must remove it before the rotor starts to turn.

NOTICE
If the machine is to be out of service for a period in excess of 12 months, you must take suitable 
anti-corrosion, mothballing, packaging, and drying measures.

Lubricating before recommissioning
NOTICE
The machine must be relubricated during commissioning if it has been out of service for more 
than 1 year, in order to ensure that the grease is distributed throughout the bearings. The shaft 
must rotate for the grease to be distributed.
Please observe the information on the lubricant plate if carrying out relubrication using relubrication 
equipment.
See also the section titled “Bearing lifetime”.

9 Maintenance

Warning - safety instructions

- before starting WorK on the machines, maKe sure that the plant or system has been disconnected in
a manner that is compliant With the appropriate specifications and regulations.
- in addition to the main currents, maKe sure that supplementary and auxiliary circuits, particularly

in heating devices, are also disconnected.
- certain parts of the machine may reach temperatures above 50 °c. physical contact With the

machine could result in burn injuries! checK the temperature of parts before touching them.
- When carrying out cleaning using compressed air, maKe sure that appropriate methods of

extracting fumes are in place and that personal protective gear such as gloves, goggles, face masKs,
or similar are Worn.
- if you are using chemical cleaning agents, observe the instructions and any Warnings provided in
the relevant safety data sheet. chemical agents must be compatible With the machine’s components,
especially if these contain plastics.

Note
Operation characteristics can vary widely. For this reason, only general maintenance intervals can be 
specified here.
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9.1 Maintenance

9.1.1 Regreasing (optional)

General
As a standard feature, the machines have rolling-contact bearings which are permanently lubricated with 
grease (UNIREX N3, made by ESSO). A regreasing device is possible as an option. In this case, you can find 
information about relubrication intervals, quantities and types of grease, and, if required, additional data
on the rating plate or lubricant plate.

Note
Do not mix different types of grease!

Prolonged storage periods reduce the useful life of the bearing grease. Check the condition of the grease 
if the equipment has been in storage for more than 12 months. If the grease is found to have lost oil 
content or to be contaminated, the machine must be immediately relubricated before commissioning. For 
information on permanently-greased bearings, please refer to the section titled Bearings.

Note
Regreasing
1. Clean the grease nipples at the drive end and non-drive end.
2. Press in the type and quantity of grease specified (see rating/lubricant plate data).

- Please observe the information on the rating and lubricant plates.
- Regreasing should be carried out when the machine is running (max. 3600 rpm)!
The bearing temperature rises sharply at first, then drops to the normal value again
when the excess grease is displaced out of the bearing.

9.1.2 Cleaning

Cleaning the greasing channels and used grease chambers. The used grease collects outside each bearing 
in the used grease chamber of the outer bearing cap. When replacing bearings, remove the used grease.

Note
You have to separate the active parts of the bearings to replace the grease that is in the greasing channel.
Cleaning the cooling air passages
Regularly clean the cooling air passages through which the ambient air flows, e.g. using dry compressed 
air.

Note
Never direct compressed air in the direction of the shaft outlet or machine openings.
In the case of machines with textile fan covers, regularly remove fluff balls, fabric remnants, and similar 
types of contamination (particularly at the air passage opening between the fan cover and cooling fins of 
the machine enclosure) to ensure that the cooling air can flow without obstruction.
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Note
The frequency of the cleaning intervals depends on the local degree of contamination.

Warning
particularly When carrying out cleaning using compressed air, maKe sure you use suitable extraction 
equipment and Wear personal protective gear (safety goggles, respiratory filter, etc.).

9.2 Repair

9.2.1 Instructions for repair
Qualified personnel
Only appropriately qualified persons should be deployed to commission and operate equipment. Qualified 
persons, as far as the safety instructions specified in this manual are concerned, are those who have 
the necessary authorization to commission, ground and identify/tag equipment, systems and circuits in 
accordance with the relevant safety standards.

Instructions relevant to safety

Warning
before you begin WorKing on the three-phase machine, in particular before you open the covers of 
active parts, maKe sure that the three-phase machine or system is properly isolated from the supply.
note

if it is necessary to transport the machine, carefully observe the information provided in section 
preparing for use.

9.2.2 Bearings
Take the bearing used up to frame size 90 only for special versions, and generally for frame size 100 and 
higher from the rating plate.

Bearing lifetime
Prolonged storage periods reduce the useful lifetime of the bearing grease. In the case of permanently 
lubricated bearings, this leads to a shorter bearing lifetime.
Bearing or grease replacement is recommended after a storage time of 12 months, for longer than four 
years, replace the bearings or grease.

Note
- Do not reuse bearings that have been removed.
- Remove any existing contaminated old grease from the bearing shield!
- Replace old grease with new grease!
- Replace the shaft seals when the bearings are replaced.
- Lightly grease the contact surfaces of the sealing lips!

9.2.3 Dismantling
Note
Before commencing disassembly, you should mark how each of the fastening elements has been assigned, 
as well as how internal connections are arranged, for re-assembly purposes.
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Fan
Take care not to damage the snapping mechanisms on fans that are equipped with these. To ensure this, 
the fans should be heated to a temperature of approximately 50 °C around the area of the hub. If any 
damage is caused, request new parts.

Fan cover
- Carefully lever the snap openings on the cover out of the snap-in lugs one after the other; do not apply
the lever directly under the web (risk of breakage).
- Do not damage the snap mechanisms. If any damage is caused, request new parts.
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10 MIXER INSTALLATION 

Check the space available for the assembly.
Check that the supporting structure (tank mounting supports preferably PVC or rigid plastic sheets, beams, 
plates, flanges, etc.) has been correctly sized, taking the static and dynamic loads produced by the mixers 
into consideration.
The anchor bolts must be suitable for the fastening holes (do not use undersize screws) and must be 
assembled with plain washer and spring washer.
Check the presence of baffles when requested and connect to the shaft in the vessel through the pre-
arranged opening, without forcing. In case of installation in the open, it is necessary that at least the 
electric motor be protected by a cover.
The motor - gear box – bearing housing constitute a single unit that is to be fastened to the support 
structure observing the torque wrench setting and attending to the level in such a way as to guarantee a 
correct rotation of the shaft, free from oscillation, in order to avoid damaging the unit.
Impeller is supplied separately into the package. 
Insert the mixer into the tank or vessel.
The shaft must not be bent while inserted into the vessel and must not be supported so as to damage the 
drive unit.
Assemble the impeller on the shaft through the pre-arranged opening (FIG. 2). 

FIG. 2

Make sure that the impellers are assembled in accordance with the rotation direction and are fastened 
rigidly to the shaft. In case of two or more impellers, check the reciprocal distance along the shaft.
In case of shaft and / or impellers constructed using flanged parts, follow of the pre-marked connections in 
the factory and tighten the connection bolts using the torque wrench.
Assemble all additional elements supplied separately.

11 START-UP

Before starting the mixer it is advisable to carry out the following checks.

1. On the motor
Check the connections (on the inside of the terminal board) in the exact way so as to correspond with the
supply voltage line which must always have a ground wire.
The entry of the cable into the terminal board must be well insulated and the cover must be screwed with
care. We recommend the insertion between the feed line and the motor of a suitably calibrated overload
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cut out for the rated current in amperes indicated on the plate.
Without the overload cut out there is no guarantee for the damage of the winding.
 The rotation direction is generally clockwise viewed from the motor side, and is indicated by an arrow 
located on the motor itself. Possible exceptions to this rule will be specified and the reversal of the rotation 
direction can be obtained by reversing the two phases of the feed line.

2. On the impeller
Do not start the mixers if the impeller is immersed in silt, unless this method of operation has been
conditioned in the design phase.

3. On the entire unit
Check the tightening of all the bolts. (Repeat the operation after two weeks of operation).
After having carried out above mentioned inspections, you may proceed starting to mix  with the pre-
arranged control devices.
In the beginning of the operation, just as any running machine, due to greater  friction, the mixer motor
can produce higher current absorption; these problems gradually disappear during the operation.
When a gear box – cycle converter – is installed, it is advisable to gradually increase the transmitted
power starting from the minimum values or limiting it (50-70° of the maximum power) for the first hours
of operation.
Should an excessive unexpected absorption occur, disconnect the motor from the power grid, check the
perfect efficiency of the connections contact and check that the working conditions correspond to those
established, especially with regards to the density and viscosity of the liquid; in case the overload persists, 
contact our technical department.
If there are vibrations, stop the mixer immediately and determine the cause. All the mixers are suitable for
the operations with a maximum and constant level; avoid the operations for installations the mixer is not
designed for such as for tanks at variable or insufficient levels.

4. On the seals
Tighten the packing seals in the stuffing box before putting the tank under pressure. In case of lateral
mixers, where the seals is under the level of the liquid, an initial dripping is considered normal, but must
be eliminated by adjusting the tightening of the stuffing box.

- Single mechanical type: is not necessary to carry out any preliminary operation since the seal is ready for
duty after the installation on the control unit of the mixer. 
Check if the seal model is suitable for rotating in one or both rotation directions. 
In case of lateral mixers, where the seal is under the level of the liquid, make sure that the seal is always
in contact with the liquid. Ensure that when emptying and filling the tank, accumulated  air (air bubbles) is
not formed around the seals.
Even a few seconds of running dry can create localised overheating, which seriously damages the
mechanical seals showing evident signs of burning and the outer face (if in aluminium) may be cracked
due to thermal shock. The failures caused by running dry are never repaired under the guarantee.
- Double mechanical seals type must be used with a coolant; this liquid must circulate in the housing
of the seals before starting the mixer. The liquid in circulation between the seals must generally be
maintained at a pressure exceeding one atm. higher of that in the vessel.
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PROBLEMS AND COUNTERMEASURES

a) The gear motor is noisy: check the oil level and replace it if necessary.
b) The shaft vibrates:
check the bearing and replace it if necessary;
check that no external solid sediments deposit on the impeller.
c) The gear motor strains at the start up:
check the bearing and replace it if necessary;
check that no external solid sediments deposit on the impeller. check that the impeller is not blocked by/in
the sediments.
d) The seals shows leaks:
Tighten the stuffing box in case of packing seals;
Re-place the entire seal in case of mechanical seals.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

For a longer life of the equipment, it is advisable to provide for accurate maintenance of the same, 
replacing every 2000 hours: oil, the wear parts such as bearings, oil seals, rubber poles of the elastical 
joints, kept in a packing. Disassembly and assembly of the mechanical seals must be carried out by trained 
personnel, with the utmost accuracy and cleanliness and using the maintenance KIT for gearmotor.

Worm gearboxes with a shielded bearing. It is recommended to grease it at least every 2-3 years 
regardless of the operating hours. To this end it is provided with a greaser. Following are the general 
technical features of the lubrication grease:

- Thickener: Lithium-based;
- NGLI: 2;
- Oil: mineral with EP additives with minimum viscosity as per ISO VG 160;
- Additives: the oil in the grease must feature EP additive;

SPECIFICATIONS AND APPROVALS
ISO:L-X-BCHB 2
DIN 51 825: KP2K -20
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13 Materials

no. Part Material

1 Screws PVDF

2 Nuts PVDF

3 Holder PVC

4 Flange PVC

5 Spacer PVC

6 Sealing Teflon

7 Axis cover PVC

8 Axis (int.) Stainless steel (AISI316 L)

9 Bearings 100Cr6 (AFNOR 100C6)  

10 Impeller PVC

MODELS
Motor
(kW)

Rotation 
speed
(rpm)

Shaft
(mm)

Tanks
(lt)

Impel-
ler

Impeller 
diameter

(mm)

MIXN8-MON 0,09 65 or 200
630 CNT PD 120

3 blade  150
730 CNT PD 250

MIXN8-TRI 0,09 65 or 200
630 CNT PD 120

3 blade 150
730 CNT PD 250

MIXVN8-MON 0,09 1400
630 CNT PD 120

marine 70
730 CNT PD 250

MIXVN8-TRI 0,09 1400
630 CNT PD 120

marine 70
730 CNT PD 250

MIXN4-MON 0,18
65 or 200 

o 400

730 CNT PD 250

3 blade 150980 CNT PD 500

1100 CNT PD 1000

MIXN4-TRI 0,18
65 or 200 

o 400

730 CNT PD 250

3 blade 150980 CNT PD 500

1100 CNT PD 1000

MIXVN4-MON 0,18 1400
730 CNT PD 250

marine 90
980 CNT PD 500

MIXVN4-TRI 0,18 1400
730 CNT PD 250

marine 90
980 CNT PD 500

MIXVN2-MON 0,37 1400

730 CNT PD 250

marine 90980 CNT PD 500

1100 CNT PD 1000

MIXVN2-TRI 0,37 1400

730 CNT PD 250

marine 90980 CNT PD 500

1100 CNT PD 1000

MIXN2-MON 0,37
65 or 200 

o 400
1100 CNT PD 1000 4 blade 150

MIXN2-TRI 0,37
65 or 200 

o 400
1100 CNT PD 1000 4 blade 150

12 Mo-
dels

12 Models

MIXV2N-MON 0,37 1400 985 3 blade 190CNT PD 1000
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14 Motor Data Plates 

MOTOR LABEL MIXER

Single phase
0,37 KW 
1400 rpm

Single phase
0,18 KW 
1400 rpm

Single phase
0,09 KW 
1400 rpm

Single phase
0,37 KW 
2800 rpm

MIXN8 MON
65 rpm (with reduction gear 1:20)
200 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXVN8 MON
1400 rpm

MIXN2 MON
400 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXN4 MON
65 rpm (with reduction gear 1:20)
200 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXVN4 MON
1400 rpm

MIXN2 MON
65 rpm (with reduction gear 1:20)
200 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXVN2 MON
1400 rpm

12 Mo-
dels
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MOTOR LABEL MIXER

3-phase
0,37 KW
1400 rpm

3-phase
0,18 KW
1400 rpm

3-phase
0,09 KW
1400 rpm

3-phase
0,37 KW
2800 rpm

MIXN2 TRI
400 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXN4 TRI
65 rpm (with reduction gear 1:20)
200 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXVN4 TRI
1400 rpm

MIXN2 TRI
65 rpm (with reduction gear 1:20)
200 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXVN2 TRI
1400 rpm

MIXN8 TRI
65 rpm (with reduction gear 1:20)
200 rpm (with reduction gear 1:7)

MIXVN8 TRI
1400 rpm
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15 Dimensions
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MIXVN4-TRI
MIXVN4-MON
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Disposal of end-of-life equipment by users

This symbol warns you not to dispose of the product with normal waste. Respect human 
health and the environment by giving the discarded equipment to a designated collection 
center for the recycling of electronic and electrical equipment. For more information visit the 
online site.

When dismantling a pump please separate material types and send them according to local 
recycling disposal requirements. We appreciate your efforts in supporting your local Recycle 
Environmental Program. Working together we’ll form an active union to assure the world’s 
invaluable resources are conserved.
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